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[ CRATE TRAINING MADE EASY ]
A crate provides a safe, comfortable environment for your puppy to rest. It also gives you
a place to manage your puppy to avoid potty accidents and normal puppy behavior like
chewing. Follow these tips to get your puppy off to a good start in the crate.
»» The crate should be large enough for your
puppy to lay down, turn around and stand
up. Use crate dividers as a temporary way to
make the area smaller as needed.
»» Begin by encouraging your puppy to go into
the crate by tossing treats inside and praising
when he goes inside to retrieve them.
»» Feed all meals inside the crate.
»» As your puppy becomes more comfortable,
put her in the crate for short periods with a
favorite stuffed food toy or chew. Gradually
increase the time in the crate as she relaxes.
»» Do not let your puppy out of the crate when
he is whining or barking. Instead either ignore
him until he is quiet or cover the crate with a
sheet when he begins to whine.

»» Never use the crate as a time out or
punishment place.
»» Be sure you puppy is getting proper exercise
and time out of the crate. If you ask her to
spend excessive amounts of time inside it will
not be a fun place for her.
»» Teach children and other pets that the crate
is a safe place for your puppy where he is not
to be disturbed.
»» Puppies naturally want to keep their sleeping
area clean. If she is pottying inside her crate
it is either too large or you have left her alone
for an excessive amount of time. Make the
crate smaller and limit the time inside to a few
hours between potty breaks.
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[ BARK TO BASICS TRAINING SERVICES ]
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Private, in-home dog training. Get the one-on-one attention of your trainer!
Basic and advanced obedience
Problem solving (barking, play biting, jumping, house training and more)
Aggression
Separation Anxiety
New puppy training
Specializing in rescue dogs
CPDT-KA certified trainer with 10+ years experience and a psychology degree
Serving all of Orange County

[ BARK TO BASICS PET CARE SERVICES ]
»»
»»
»»
»»
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Experienced, bonded and insured pet sitters
In-home pet sitting including overnight care
Dog walking services
Serving Orange County from Newport Beach to San Clemente

[ PET CARE TEAM SPOTLIGHT ]
Rachel Zeni
I have been a lover of animals all my life. For as long I can remember I would save strays
and bring them home with me. My parents always wondered what I
would bring home next. I followed up my passion for animals
by becoming a Veterinary Assistant and working at a
Veterinary Hospital in Irvine. I really enjoy working
with Bark to Basics because it allows me to be
able to bond with some great animals.
Client Testimonial:
We adopted two adorable seven-yearold bonded rescue pups, Gracie and
Beau, a year and a half ago. Soon
after Melissa started helping us train
the dogs (and my husband and me
too), Rachel came on board, because
we needed a pet sitter! The meet and
greet went great, she was “double-pup
approved”, and she has been pet sitting
for us ever since. What I love so much
about Rachel is her genuine love for my
dogs! She is always so happy to see them, and
they feel the same! Rachel is also very calm which
is great for me and my husband – being first time dog
parents!! She always lets me know that the pups are OK, and
reminds me to relax and enjoy them…instead of worrying about them! Rachel
also has Vet Assistant experience which is an added plus because I know if something
were to occur, she would remain calm and know what to do. In fact, Gracie has twice now
stepped on a bee, and Rachel took care of her paw both times. She let me know what
happened and educated me so I would know what to do if it happened when I was walking
them. Rachel also makes sure Gracie and Beau mind their manners to support all the
training we’ve done with them. They have come so far, and Rachel helps them continue to
grow and become more confident every day. We trust Rachel 100% and adore her!  We are
SOOO grateful for her! She is absolutely part of our extended family!
					

- Lynne and Tom
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[ TEACH YOUR PUP TO GO TO HIS “PLACE” ]
Teaching your dog the “place” command can be helpful in a variety of situations –
controlling your curious pup when you need a moment to relax, encouraging polite door
greeting behavior, a safe spot for shy dogs when strangers visit, or even when giving
her a place to stay when she accompanies you to a pet-friendly restaurant. An added
bonus is many dogs will naturally gravitate to their place on their own once they learn
the command.
»» To start pick a bed or blanket you will use for your dog’s place. You can have more
than one in different areas of the house if desired.
»» Put the place in a location where they can be close the action of the family but
tucked out of the way. A corner of a room or next to the couch works great.
»» Get your pup’s attention and say “place” while pointing to the spot and walking
towards it. Reward when she gets on her place and lays down (you can give her
the “down” command at first if needed.)
»» Repeat sending him to his place until he is going to the spot and laying down
without the “down” command.

For more information
and pricing visit
www.barktobasicstraining.com or
call 949.458.2275
for your free phone
consultation.
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[ TEACH YOUR PUP TO GO TO HIS “PLACE” ]
»» Once she starts to get the idea, start mixing it up. Walk towards the place from
different directions and stop a few feet before the place so she learns to continue
to the bed on her own. This will allow you to send her from across the room
without having to move down the road.
»» Next, move the place around to different areas of the room. This will help solidify
the “place” being the bed or blanket, no matter where you
are in the house, or out in public. This is also a good
time to increase the level of distraction around
your dog when asking him to “place”.
»» Once you and your dog have mastered the
place command, work on sending her to
her place and having her stay there until
released.

Bark to Basics Offers:
»» Pet care services from walking services
to boarding.
»» Overnight and drop-in
visit pet care for dogs,
cats and other pets.
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[ YOUR DOG’S HOLIDAY WISH LIST ]
Your pup’s favorite things are a gift for them (and you!). Remember a tired,
content dog is a well-behaved one!
»» Appropriate chews like bully sticks, Himalayan chews, antlers, beef trachea and
duck necks
»» Daily exercise! This one is free, and good for you both! Shoot for a minimum of 30 minutes
per day for more mellow dogs, and an hour+ for young or active breeds.
»» Boredom busters – Kongs filled with frozen peanut butter, dog puzzles, or toys you can
put small treats inside
»» Regular training. Even if your pup is a master of the basics, training is important mental
stimulation and builds confidence. Incorporate tricks and other games into your routine to
make things fun and interesting.
»» Quality time – spend some down time giving your dog the love and attention he craves
»» New experiences – take your pup to explore new places (parks, shopping centers, doggy
daycare etc).
»» Structure! Believe it or not, dogs love clear cut rules and knowing they can depend on you
as their leader. If being consistent isn’t your thing, this is one to add to your New Year’s
resolution list!
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[ ABOUT ]
Melissa Ruthenbeck-Chiaramonte, CPDT-KA, Owner/Trainer
I’ve had a long-standing love affair with dogs going back as far as I can remember.
I made my parents promise to bring a puppy home when I turned 10, they
agreed thinking I would forget, and when I didn’t, we got Ranger!
I started working with animals when I was 12, volunteering at the local humane
society – walking and spending time with the dogs. As I got older my passion
for helping dogs evolved into working with shelters and rescues, and earning a
psychology degree from Drake University, where I studied
animal learning and behavior. After spending
time working with veterinarians, rescues and
well-respected trainers I became a certified
by the Certification Council of Pet Dog
Trainers, as well as an insured member
of the Association of Pet Dog Trainers.
Over time I realized many of the dogs in
shelters are there because of solvable
behavior problems and decided I
wanted to dedicate my life to changing
theirs. I’m currently the President
of Basset Hound Rescue of Southern
California, where I also provide behavioral
evaluations and treatment plans for the
hounds who come into our care, and help my
foster dogs increase their adaptability with training.
I have an extensive background in rescue work (as well as fearful dogs) and
understand the specific needs of newly adopted dogs. I specialize in solving problem
behavior, from aggression to separation anxiety and I also enjoy helping adoptive
families work through issues and bond with their new family member.
I use positive reinforcement based training techniques (treats, toys, praise), paired
with learning theory to help you learn how to effectively communicate with your dog
so you can live together happily.
I live in Mission Viejo with my husband, Paul, and our two rescued bassets,
Wilbur and Mia, as well our foster hounds. In addition to continuing education in
training and behavior I also spend time studying canine nutrition, vaccination and
holistic care.
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Bark to Basics
Melissa Ruthenbeck-Chiaramonte, CPDT-KA
melissa@barktobasicstraining.com
949.458.2275

We have very small dogs, with ages from 4 to 10 years.
None have ever had even one hour of formal training.
Barking, running, lousy with knowing the difference between
knowing a living room from a back yard all coming to a head one
day with the realization we need help!
We tried one trainer who traumatized one dog and both of us!
Then we found Melissa! With her rewards and affection based
training, three sessions later we are well on our way to having perfect
animals who respect us more, have calmed down tremendously and
oddly enough really seem to love the affectionate discipline.
Cannot recommend her enough!

- Doug B. with Miso, Tofu and Mochi

Follow us on Twitter

Like us on Facebook

Follow us on Instagram

barktobasicstraining.com

